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Such a situation can't help but make the atmosphere on the scene a bit strange. Many
people turned their heads and looked at Chen Fei, whispering.

  The introduction continued, and the masters took their seats one by one.

  Everyone immediately discovered the rules. The seats of these gurus were also
carefully arranged. Although they are all in the first row, there are still good and bad
seats.

  Generally speaking, the overall strength and fame of the guru sitting on the side is
still worse than that of the guru sitting in the middle.

  With the entry of a guru, there were fewer and fewer seats in the first row, and
only two seats in the middle remained.

  At this time, the host announced aloud: "The guru who will be playing next is
famous, and many people on the scene know his name. He is the deputy director of the
Linglong organization, the 88th master of the Shenlong list, Mu Master Ningbian Mu."

  Suddenly, a round of clapping applause sounded. The warmth of everyone at the
scene, everyone's eyes, all gathered in the past.

  With a smile on his side, Mu Ning stepped out and waved to everyone with a
smile.

  Upon seeing this, the scene was full of cheers and applause, very warm.

  After all, Mu Ningbian's fame is arguably the largest of the more than 20 gurus

present, and his strength ranking should also be the strongest among so many gurus.
Therefore, such courtesy is normal.

  After waving his hand, Mu Ningbian took the initiative to say a few words, which
immediately caused a cheer from the scene, and the atmosphere became warmer.



  Immediately, Mu Ning walked towards the first row of seats, and found a seat
among the two free seats.

  Originally, this was just a very ordinary move, but in the eyes of the soldiers on
the scene, the situation was a little special.

  Because, everyone thinks that Mu Ningbian is the strongest presence among the
masters present. Moreover, the organizer also specifically arranged him in the last

appearance, which obviously means the finale.

  However, in the remaining two seats, Mu Ningbian chose a seat next to the side
and sat down. Since then, among the more than twenty seats in the first row, the middle
seat is left empty.

  Such a scene can't help but make the following people talk up.

  "What's going on, how did you vacate a seat?"

  "Is there a grandmaster who didn't come? Or, I prepared an extra seat."

  "Even if there are too many seats, the person who arranges the seat doesn't know
how Is Master Mu arranged to sit in the middle? What's going on now?"

  "More than twenty masters gathered here. Such a big thing, how did the organizers

get it, they made such a mistake."

  ............

  Just when there was a lot of discussion and questioning.

  The host on the stage said: "Don't be restless, everyone. The reason why there is
still a seat is because there is still one guru who hasn't played."

  Wen Yan, the martial arts on the spot was shocked and immediately coaxed.
Became lively.



  "There really is a master, I haven't heard of it before!"

  "Where is this master, sacred, and even arranged to be the finale behind Master
Mu!"

  "Is it a character in the middle or even the top of the Dragon Dragon List?"

  "Impossible, The people at the top of the Shenlong List are really top-notch
bigwigs and will not have the time to attend such meetings."

  ............

  Just as everyone was talking about it, the host said loudly: "This time, our guru
lectured on a martial arts meeting and temporarily invited a

guru."

  "This guru, whether it's fame or strength, is everyone's heated discussion.
Moreover, this guru has another characteristic, that is, he is very young. Therefore, he
must have a common voice with many young warriors on the scene."

  "It is also an honor for us to be able to invite this guru to come." The

  host's The words hung up the interest of everyone at the scene, and for a time,
everyone guessed.

  "Famous and powerful, and very young, I have no impression that there is such a
master!"

  "Will it be Master Han Mo? He was just forty-two years old this year, he entered
the realm of heaven, and became a master. Very young."

  "Han Mo is young, but his strength and fame can only be average!"

  "Han Mo can't beat Master Mu Ningbian anymore. If it is him, the organizer
should let Mu It’s Yong Bian’s finale.”



  “Wouldn’t it be a mistake!”

  …………

  As everyone guessed constantly, the host announced the result, “This time we will
talk about the martial arts meeting, the last martial arts master we invited It is in the
recent great reputation that the boss of Shengquan Company, defeated the head of
Feilong Sect Teng Fenglin, strenuously cut the two great masters of Xilan Xisuo and
Xien, and also killed four masters of the dark list with one enemy and four reputations.
Master Chen Fei Chen, who is a young master."

  With the announcement of the host, there was a lot of discussion at the scene.

  "It turned out to be a young master, I really didn't expect it!"

  "I've heard similar rumors before, but I didn't take it seriously!"

  "Master Chen is too powerful, I heard that he has recently been ranked in the dark
list."

  "No wonder he can overwhelm Master Mu, the finale is played, it is Master Chen!"

  ............

  A heated discussion and praise sounded At the scene, almost all the martial artists
were excited.

  Even Zhan Tianfeng andWan Zhonghao were very excited at the moment, looking
forward to the position of the exit of the private room.

  The host also shouted aloud at the moment: "Finally, Master Chen Fei Chen is
invited to play!"



  With the host's voice, there was a warm applause.

  At this moment, Chen Fei, who was sitting in the corner, stood up with his hands
in his pockets and walked towards the front row.

  At the beginning, everyone had not found anything abnormal.

  But I have been worried about Yi Yuxi, who is following Chen Fei. When I saw

this situation, I couldn't help getting nervous. I whispered and reminded: "Brother Chen,
what are you doing, sit back!"

  Chen Fei smiled and said: "I am Master Chen!"

  "Brother Chen, don't joke. How could you--" Yi Yuxi didn't believe it at all.

  At the moment, Wu Ming and several of them also discovered Chen Fei's move,
and immediately drank.

  "Boy, what are you doing?" Wu Ming shouted sharply.

  "The arrogant, now that Master Chen is playing, you dare to make trouble on this
occasion, are you looking for death?" Zhan Tianfeng snorted coldly.

  "Go back, otherwise, don't blame me for it." Wan Zhonghao is even more

welcome.

  …………

  Facing their shouts, Chen Fei coldly glanced at them, without responding, and
continued to move forward.

  Upon seeing this, Wan Zhonghao was even more angry. Lu Yang in the front row
also frowned and said, "Bold, what are your qualifications to come here, roll back to me
immediately!"



  Chen Fei said lightly: "I am Chen Master Fei Chen, you said that I have the right
to come here!"
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